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Abstract 
 

Large dams are complex systems with nonlinear dynamic behavior. Engineers often are forced to assess 
dam safety based on just available imperfect data, which is extremely difficult. Solution of this principal 
problem comes from the modern theory of complex systems. It is the well known that it is, possible to derive 
characteristics of the whole unknown dynamics using few data sets of certain carefully selected parame-
ter(s). By means of such continuously recorded high quality sets of dam geotechnical characteristic(s), mod-
ern methods of time series nonlinear analysis allows accomplishment of valuable reconstruction of the main 
dynamical features of the entire, unknown process (here - dam deformation).  

We created the Early Warning Telemetric System for Dam Diagnostics (DAMWATCH), which consists 
of sensors (tiltmeters), terminal and central controllers connected by the GSM/GPRS Modem to the diagnos-
tic center. The dam tilt data for varying reservoir load will be compared to (static) design model of dam de-
formation computed by finite element method (FEM). Besides, recently developed nonlinear data analysis 
and prediction schemes may help to quantify fine dynamical features of dam behavior. The corresponding 
software package DAMTOOL is developed. 

The differences between characteristics of real (measured) and theoretically predicted data may signal 
either abnormal behavior of the object or some deficiencies in theoretical model. The data obtained already 
during exploitation of the system show interesting long-term and short-term patterns of tilts in the dam body, 
which can be used for dam diagnostics. Proposed complex of real-time telemetric monitoring (DAM-
WATCH) and nonlinear dynamical analysis system (DAMTOOL) has no analogues worldwide. 
 

1. Intrudaction 
 
Dams bring enormous benefits to mankind but they are also sources of high hazard. In large storage 

dams many different types of hazards are possible; here we focus on the technical hazard connected with the 
state of dam and its components. 

We assume that generally the technical hazards, such as extreme strains in the body of dam, due to 
aging, damage or overloading can be monitored and in some cases even predicted by networks of special de-
vices: strainmeters, tiltmeters, piezometers, plumblines etc. 

Usually, the safety level of a dam is established at the design stage and depends on the extent of its 
stability. In its turn, the mechanical stability of construction depends on many factors (e.g. aging, quality of 
materials, exploitation regime, etc.) but it is mainly a function of stress state (Wieland, 2005). Thus, the es-
sence of the mentioned dam-related threat is the risk of the loss of dam’s stability under the influence of 
many load factors possibly leading to dam failure or damage.  

As a rule, in the case of dam there are pre-defined operational load factors for which the structure 
has been designed, namely: primarily the horizontal force field caused by the stored water masses; the sec-
ond main category includes the load of the geophysical environmental processes such as tectonically induced 
loading, pore pressure variations or fracture processes. Other categories could be abnormal water influx, 
flood waves generated by landslides or meteorological causes, thermo-elastic effects caused by air tempera-
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ture variation, interaction of the foundation with the dam, the transfer of stresses between the various zones 
of the dam, etc.  

The stability of dam structure can be tested by its long-term and short-term response to stress, here to 
water loading (Chelidze et al, 2011; Savich et al, 2006). The visco-elastic dam structure as a whole or its in-
dividual elements may respond to certain loading conditions through time-dependent inelastic deformations. 
For each kind of deformation there is a corresponding safe (theoretical) limit which must not be exceeded. At 
larger loading values or accumulation of critical value of damage extensive deformations may occur which 
are beyond the safe limit and which may compromise the dam’s stability leading to damage and possibly to 
failure.  

Full scale monitoring of dams must include permanent environmental, geotechnical, geophysical, geodetic 
etc. observations. These include pore pressure measurements using piezometers, measurements of seepage 
through the foundation and the abutments, and measurement of stresses, temperatures, seismic and ultra-
sound velocities, etc. within the selected locations in the dam and in the foundation, monitoring of dam and 
foundation tilts and displacements using tiltmeters, plumblines or inclinometers, strainmeters and leveling 
should be performed (Bartsh, 2011; Monitoring of Dams and their foundations, 1989; Automated Dam Moni-
toring Systems, 2000).  
2. ENGURI DAM INTERNATIONAL TEST AREA (EDITA) 

The 271 m high Enguri arch dam, still the highest (in its class) dam in the world, was built in the can-
yon of Enguri river (West Georgia) in the 1970s. It is located in a zone of high seismicity (MSK intensity IX) 
and close to the Ingirishi active fault system (Fig. 1).   

 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Space image of EDITA region. 
 
The high seismic and geodynamical activities together with a high population density of the adjoining 

region made the Enguri dam a potential source of a major technological catastrophe in Georgia. That is why 
in 1996 the European Centre “Geodynamical Hazards of High Dams” with the International Enguri Dam 
Test Area (EDITA) was organized in Georgia by the Council of Europe. 

From the very beginning in EDITA the unique geotechnical, geodynamical and geophysical monitor-
ing system (Fig.2) was functioning (Abashidze, 2001). Several years before construction of dam geodynami-
cal and seismological networks were created; so it is possible to compare the natural background state of 
seismicity and geodynamics with impacts of dam construction and reservoir filling/discharge processes 
(Fig.3). The database of observations (tilts, strains etc) contains information accumulated during more than 
30 years. 

Ingirishi fault trace
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Fig. 2 a, b, c. Map showing location of EDITA and patterns of local seismicity; b) downstream view of 
Enguri Dam, c) Scheme of monitoring network at EDITA, numbers show location of accelerometers and T  - 
location of tiltmeters (downstream view). 
 
3. Long-term diagnostic tools 
 
i. The simplest approach to dam safety problem is to compare response of real strain/tilt data with design 
values, which as a rule use Hook’s rheology (static, linear elasticity approach). If measured characteristics, 
e.g. strains are close to or larger than theoretically predicted limit deformations, some preventive measures 
will be realized. However, the real engineering structures manifest deviations from this simple model, which 
can be used for diagnostics. 
ii. From above it follows that a promising technique could be analysis of deviations from static elasticity 
model, namely, analysis of nonlinearity of stress-strain relation such as hysteretic behavior during load-
unload cycle. Figure 3 (left) shows how two components of tilts of dam body, along (X) and normal (Y) to 
the dam crest at Enguri Dam respond to the seasonal recharge-discharge cycle of the reservoir; on the right 
the hysteresis in seismic velocities of foundation section for the same cycle is shown. 
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Figure 3. Left: Tilts in sec, registered in the body of Enguri High Dam, Georgia (section 12, mark 402) in 
two directions, along (X) and normal (Y) to the dam crest versus water level in the lake H in meters, during 
12 seasonal cycles (1998-2009). Right: Variation of longitudinal seismic waves’ velocity in the Enguri dam 
foundation versus water level in the lake. Note hysteresis in velocities at load-unload and different response 
to normal (I) and fast (II) discharge of water from the reservoir (Savich et al. 2002).  

 
       It is evident that tilts (and consequently, strains) increase with loading and return after discharge to the 
values close to initial ones following hysteresis path. The hysteresis in the cycle manifests presence of some 
non-linear components of strain, which can be used for diagnostics of dam state as the nonlinearity is related 
to the presence of fractures. The problem is that not only the dam body, but also the upper earth crust (dam 
foundation) also manifests hysteretic response to load/unload process. We believe that the configuration and 
shifts of hysteretic cycles after separation of foundation component can be used for dam state diagnostics. 
iii. In the rigid enough structure the theoretically calculated tilts/strains behavior in the time domain should 
be close to uniform in the definite areas/sections of the dam (Wieland 2005); strong local deviation from the 
correlated behavior of tiltmeters in some sections of the dam points to serious disruption of the dam elastic 
structure. 
iv. Other peculiarities of the load-unload process (time-lag between water load and strains in the dam, details 
of strain build up and relaxation) also can be used for long-term diagnostics. 
v. Fast change of strains during slow change of load can be a sign of closeness to the critical state – failure, 
caused by intensive generation of defects (Chelidze et al., 2006). 

Mentioned diagnostic tools need relatively long time series of observations from days to months. 
 

4. Short-term diagnostic tools 
 
    Besides above indicators there are some short-term features, which can be used for opera-
tive/express dam state diagnostics, namely: 
i. spectrum of natural frequencies of dam vibration (dam tremble), which are generated by various impacts 
such as water discharge, wind and wives, turbine rotation or ambient seismic noise. 
ii. amplitudes of various components of spectrum. It is well known that dams have some characteristic natu-
ral frequencies, which depend on peculiarities of dam structure, water level in the lake and on the damage 
rate of dam material. The record of natural dam vibrations at Enguri dam shows that the dominant frequency 
on the crest of the dam is about 1 Hz; this is in a good accordance with results of analysis of accelerograms 
during the last Racha earthquake (2005, M=6) and linear elasticity theory, but our data show that the spec-
trum is much wider (Fig. 7c).  
   We believe that the spectrum (amplitudes) of natural frequencies will respond to change of the state of dam 
damage (some frequencies disappear; new harmonics appear, etc).  
  
5. Real time telemetric monitoring systems of dams (damwatch) 

 
   The M. Nodia Institute of Geophysics  (MNIG) and Georgian-European Centre ”Geodynamical Hazards of 
High Dams” operating in the frame of Open Partial Agreement on Major Disasters at the Council of Europe 
(EUR_OPA) are developing the real time geotechnical telemetric monitoring system of large dams (DAM-
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WATCH). This low-cost early warning system designed by MNIG and the company LTD “ALGO” (Tbilisi) 
consists of sensors (here - tiltmeters, APPLIED GEOMECHANICS Model 701-2) connected to terminal and 
central controllers and by the GSM/GPRS Modem - to the diagnostic center (Fig.4). The innovation in com-
parison with similar systems, say that at the Coolidge dam (Holzhausen, 1991) is implementation of new 
methodology (nonlinear dynamics) for processing geotechnical time series and assessment/prediction of the 
dam behavior. 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 4. The cost-effective early warning system designed by MNIG and “ALGO Ltd” (Tbilisi) consists of 
sensors (tiltmeters, APPLIED GEOMECHANICS Model 701-2), which are connected to terminals and cen-
tral controllers and by a GSM/GPRS modem transmits the data to the diagnostic center.  
 
6.Theoretical basis and methodology 
 
   The main idea of diagnostics is that as a result of dam material/structure damage elastic properties of the 
dam body diverges from the predictions of the simple linear elasticity. Elastic properties of such materials, 
which are called inhomogeneous (disordered, diluted) at small concentration of defects (cracks, pores, voids 
etc) can be calculated by the theory of effective media (Hill 1965) or at high density of defects - by the me-
chanical percolation theory (Chelidze et al., 2006).  
 Static (Linear Elasticity) Approach - Finite Element Model (FEM) 
     Standard static analysis of monitoring data will be performed using dam-foundation 3D model (Fig. 5a), 
which is represented by isoperimetric finite elements (Zienkiewicz, 2000), taking into account properties of 
foundation (by elasticity modulus) and geological fault in the right bank of canyon.   

The weight of rock mass, including up to riverbed under-saturated surface, was taking into consideration 
by the uplift body force (1 t/m3). The saturated surface was determined by model investigations. The seepage 
load on the grout curtain was determined as a difference of pressure between grout curtain and drainage. The 
hydrodynamic seepage force was taking into consideration in the nodes of foundation net by piezometric 
measurements. 

Static FEM calculations were carried out with acting operating force, including weigh of dam; hydraulic 
pressure on the dam and canyon surface; seepage load in foundation in the reservoir operating level from 410 
m to 510 m. Fig. 5 b presents dam’s maximal horizontal displacements to lower pond according to plumbli-
nes data from 1999 to 2005 (Emukhvari, Bronshtein, 1991). The correlation between natural observations 
and theoretical calculation mainly at lower level of the dam is acceptable, but there are significant deviations 
in the upper dam levels (Table 1).  

The most important is that the design model does not predict different (static) response to load and unload, 
i.e. existence of hysteresis phenomenon. The hysteresis in some works is explained by thermal effects (Engi-
neering Guidelines…,1999). 
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                                          a.                                                                                    b. 
 
Fig. 5 a, b. a) 3D model of dam-foundation system; b) dam’s maximal horizontal displacements to lower pond 
according to plumblines data (1999-2005); compare with Table 1. 
 
Time series analysis and forecasting methods: In order to ensure operative statistical and dynamical investi-
gation of dam stability problem, modern methods of linear and nonlinear analysis of strain/tilt time series are 
appropriate to use (Press et al. 1996; Sprott, 2006; Kantz& Schreiber, 1997; Strogatz, 2000; Marwan, 2003; 
Sprott, 2006; Matcharashvili et al, 2010).  
Linear methods besides traditional statistical (moments, distribution testing) include frequency (power spec-
trum, autocorrelation function), time-frequency (wavelet transformation) and eigenvalue (singular value de-
composition) methods of analysis of data sets (Press et al, 1996; Sprott, 2006).  Nonlinear methods of time 
series analysis include denoising of data sets (nonlinear noise reduction), testing of memory properties of 
targeted process (long range correlation testing, detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA), multifractal detrended 
fluctuation analysis; qualitative and quantitative evaluation of reconstructed from measured data sets phase 
space structures (correlation and information dimension calculation, Lyapunov exponents calculation, Recur-
rence Plots (RP) and Recurrence Quantitative Analysis (RQA), Shannon and Tsallis entropy (Kantz,& 
Schreiber, 1997; Strogatz, 2000; Marwan, 2003; Sprott, 2006; Matcharashvili et al, 2010). According to our 
experience assessment of stationarity (level of determinism) of investigated time series for different length 
moving windows is informative for tasks like targeted ones. The arguments for using suggested methods for 
dam safety analysis are: i. the strains/tilts and other geotechnical parameters of dams manifest as a rule qua-
siperiodic variations in time due to seasonal load-unload cycle; ii. this means that dynamics of strains/tilts 
time series should follow relatively stable orbits in the phase space or just manifest relatively high level of 
determinism; iii. the significant deviation from the stable orbit or strong decrease of determinism can be con-
sidered as a sign of instability. 
   The big merit of the above approach is that nonlinear analysis of complex system may be accomplished 
based on analysis of correctly selected and high quality few or even one component data set (Peinke et al, 
2006; Matcharashvili et al, 2007).  
   For  practical use special package DAMTOOL has been developed, which allows calculation of DFA and 
RQA parameters for selected monitoring time series. 
    The suggested linear and nonlinear analysis methods are able reveal changes in dynamics monitoring  of 
time series, which can be connected to the mechanical state of construction.  
   Mesoelasticity (nonlinear elasticity) approach: The theoretical interpretation of experimental hysteretic 
stress-strain or tilt-stress dependences at present is mainly taking into account thermal effects, though in our 
opinion it can be accomplished also by the theory of mesoscopic elasticity (McCall&Guyer, 1994; Guyer& 
Johnson, 2009). The matter is that heterogeneous materials (concrete, rocks, etc) are nonlinear and their be-
havior is very different from this of its homogeneous components: for example, stress-strain (or tilt) of the 
system can manifest nonlinear hysteretic elastic behavior though its components have linear characteristics. 
Hysteresis is connected with specific response of so called mesoscopic structural features (mainly compliant 
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microcracks) to stress variation, namely, asymmetric response to load and unload. Real heterogeneous mate-
rials contain enormous number (109-1012) of such defects in a square cm, which means that macroscopic 
elastic properties of material depend strongly on behavior of microcracks. Thus parameters of hysteretic cy-
cle can be used for diagnostics of material: in the absence of cracks the brittle solid manifests linear elastic-
ity, appearance of cracks leads to hysteresis and the opening of hysteresis curve increases with number of de-
fects. If the hysteresis cycle is reversible (curve returns to initial position after reduction of stress) then the 
system is nonlinearly elastic, but if the hysteresis curve shifts in some direction it can be a sign of appearance 
of residual strain. 

The formal approximation of experimental annual hysteresis data can be accomplished using Preisach-
Mayergoyz (P-M) phenomenological model (Guyer& Johnson, 2009). In P-M model the system is repre-
sented by complex of hysteretic elastic units or hysterons;  the unit can exist in one of two states, closed 
(having the length L0 at pressure P0) or open (having the length Lc at pressure Pc).  We can assume that Pc>P0 
and accordingly L0>Lc, which corresponds to closing of existing cracks at rising pressure P from P0 to Pc 
(Fig. 6, a). At decreasing pressure the hysteron opens at P0 and remains in this state at even lesser pressures. 
Such approximation means that the change of state of hysteron (namely, of its length L) depends on the pres-
sure history: transition from Lc to L0 takes place at pressure Pc , but the backward transition from L0 to Lc oc-
cur at pressure P0 . The heterogeneous material can be modeled by a system of many hysterons with random 
distribution of parameters P0 , Pc , L0 and Lc. The P-M space consists of elements with different pairs of Pc 
and P0, thus Pc and P0 can be considered as XY coordinates of P-M space (Fig.6b). The part of elements is 
located along the diagonal of P-M space, where Pc=P0; these elements close and opens at the same pressure, 
which means that they are not hysteretic; the remaining hysterons with Pc ≠P0 populate P- M space with vary-
ing density of states of open or closed hysterons; the points in P-M space are generated randomly according 
to some simple rule. 
 

 
 

Figure 6 a,b,c,d. a) The P-M hysteron, characterized by a pair of pressures (P0 and Pc) and corresponding 
lengths (Lc and L0); b) The points, representing pairs (Pc , P0 ) in the P-M space, generated by specific model 
equation; c) The history of pressure applied to a system, containing many hysterons (pressure protocol); d) 
The hysteretic stress-strain dependence corresponding to the above pressure protocol. Note the internal hys-
teresis loops, due to the pressure reversals at the points 1 and 3 (McCall& Guyer 1994). 

 
The hysteresis in the stress-strain dependence stems from difference in the number of open/closed hys-

terons at increasing pressure from Pi to Pk, (i>k) and decreasing pressure from  Pk to Pi . Thus at the same 
pressure Pi the state of the system and accordingly its elastic modulus is different and depends on the pres-
sure pre-history (Figs. 6 c, d). Like in all hysteretic phenomena, this difference in load-unload response is 
due to irreversible energy losses during the process of crack growth (or generation) at loading from Pi to Pk , 
so that restoring the population of closed cracks at unloading from Pk to Pi demands application of additional 
pressure ΔP, which defines the extent of opening of hysteresis loop. On the other hand, the value of ΔP de-
pends on content of defects (hysterons); thus the hysteresis loop opening reflects the level of material dam-
age and can be used for diagnostics purposes 

The hysteron described above corresponds to closure of (existing) open cracks at raising pressure, i.e. 
this is the case of relatively low pressures. At high pressures, close to material failure, the hysteron pattern is 
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reversed, namely, in this case at Pc>P0 the length of hysteron increases from L0 to Lc,. The standard P-M 
model describes the case of reversible hysteresis, i.e. the hysteresis loop begins and ends at the same pres-
sure, which means that the initial state of the system can be restored. In real systems besides elastic strain 
there is also often residual deformation, which means that at repeating load-unload cycles the shift of hys-
teresis loops will happen. The shift of hysteresis loops can be used as a measure of residual strain (damage 
rate) in a given material.  

 
 
 

7. The first results of  monitoring 
   Static approach.  
 
Of course, predictions of the model have to be compared with monitoring data. The Table 1. presents data 

observed plumbline horizontal displacements (Bronshtein, 2008) and corresponding tiltmeters data (hori-
zontal displacements in mm and tilts in seconds, with Root Mean Square) at maximal water level in the 
lake (510 m) for three sections of Enguri HPP (Abashidze et al. 2008) and theoretical (critical) admissible 
values of plumblines calculated by (Emukhvari, Bronshtein, 1991). The generally accepted approach is to 
compare the observed stress (strain) to calculated stresses, which correspond to some fraction of yield 
strength or of the ultimate strength of the material which the construction is made of. 

Though high tensile stress in concrete are the most destructive factors (they generate cracks at 5-10% of 
uniaxial compressive strength of the concrete) the combined action of water load and  dam dear load results 
in the dominating role of compressive stress under static load conditions; only under oscillating forcing ten-
sile stress became equal to compressive one. As for static tensile stress, its maximal value is observed gener-
ally along the upstream heel of arch dams (Wieland, 2005). “The ultimate load-resisting capacity of an arch 
dam is limited by the compressive strength of the concrete (unless foundation or other mode of failures occur 
first), but severe and widespread joint opening and cracking might eventually exhaust the capacity of the 
concrete to carry compression due to subsequent load redistributions” (Engineering Guidelines, 1999).  
As regarding Enguri dam, according to (Emukhvari&Bronshtein, 1991) the diagnostics of dam safety con-
siders three versions: diagnose 1 - normal state (N); diagnose 2 – maximal allowable strain (MAS); diagnose 
3 – pre-failure strain (PFS). Diagnose MAS implies that deflection of dam response (strains) to acting loads 
exceeds theoretical values, which means that object needs detailed investigation by special program, though 
the exploitation of the dam can be continued as usual and diagnose PF means that after repeated investigation 
exploitation regime should be changed up to full shutoff.  
 
 

Table 1. Comparison of observed plumbline horizontal displacements (Bronshtein, 2008) and corre-
sponding tiltmeters data (horizontal displacements in mm and tilts in seconds, with Root Mean Square) 
at maximal water level in the lake (510 m) for three sections of Enguri HPP (Abashidze et al. 2008) with 
theoretical (critical) admissible values of plumblines calculated by (Emukhvari, Bronshtein, 1991). 
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360 m 20 mm 11 mm 
(38±5.1)” 

89 
(122)’’ 

35 mm   15 mm 14 mm 
(46±5.6)’’ 

88 mm 

402 m 40 mm 32 mm 
(63±4.5)” 

59 
(112)’’ 

60 mm  55 mm 
(70±3.9)“’ 

55 mm 30 mm 37 mm 
(74±4.1)’ 

58 mm 

475 m 60 mm 48 mm 
(56±8.7)’’ 

31 
    (182)’’ 

65 mm   55 mm      42 mm 
(55±5.5)’’ 

26 mm 

 
The Table 1 presents observed plumbline horizontal displacements (Bronshtein, 2008) and correspond-

ing tiltmeters’ data (horizontal displacements in mm and tilts in seconds, with Root Mean Square) at 
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maximal water level in the lake (510 m) for three sections of Enguri HPP (Abashidze et al. 2008) with 
theoretical (critical) admissible values of plumblines calculated by (Emukhvari, Bronshtein, 1991). Val-
ues of theoretical (critical) admissible values of plumblines given by (Emukhvari, Bronshtein, 1991) are 
calculated based on the stress state and concrete strength and mark the border between normal and 
“faulty” state of the dam. 

 
 
 
Analysis of the Table leads to following conclusions: 1. at the level 360 m all displacements are less 

than critical values; 11. at the level 402 m only in the central 18-th section the displacements are close to 
critical ones; iii. at the highest level (475 m) displacement of the side sections are larger than critical, i.e. 
at this level the state should be considered as diagnosis MAS or “faulty”. According to Emukhvari and 
Bronshtein (1991) in this case it is necessary to carry out repeated diagnostics of construction on the ba-
sis of re-examination of monitoring data and correction of theoretical predictions of response of the dam 
to loads. The displacement observation data obtained by two different methods are in satisfactory 
agreement. Besides, the dam performs normally and there are no visual signs of significant damage.  This 
means that the theoretical model needs some corrections, possibly taking into account complexity of 
construction structure (lifts, joints, nonhomogeneity etc). 

Uncertainity of static data and long time (year) needed for safety assessment calls for developing new 
more efficient and operative methods, which are considered in following sections. 

 
Time-dependent methods. 
 
Figure 7 b  presents the results of monitoring of X and Y components tilts of the dam body on three levels 

of section12 of Enguri dam, at levels 475 m (X3, Y3), 402 m (X2, Y2), and 360 m (X1, Y1), see (Fig. 2 c). 
The first months the data were collected with the rate once per minute: this allows catching short transient ef-
fects, which can be useful in diagnostics.  
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Figure. 7. a) Tilt records of dam tilts (in sec) at three sites versus time (in minutes) from April 4 to May 21. 2010. b) 

LF dam tremble – oscillations of Y3 component of tilt in sec versus time in minutes recorded by the tiltmeter in the sec-
tion 12 at the level 475 m, part of record of 28.08.2010; note variations with a period of order of minutes; c) power 
spectrum of Y3 component - the first maximum is at 6-7 min. 

 
 
Several effects were observed: tilt oscillations with a period of one to several minutes or “low frequency 

(LF) dam tremble”, sudden variations of dam tremble amplitudes, strong solitary peaks with relaxation pe-
riod of several tens of minutes, stepwise change of tilts, daily variations and slow variations lasting 
months/years.  
i. Analysis show that strong solitary peaks marked in Fig. 7 b by date and time are caused by power cuts, so 
these effects will be neglected as artifacts. 
 ii. LF dam tremble is most intensive for both components close to the dam crest (components X3, Y3), but is 
also visible on other levels also, especially at fast water discharge (Fig. 7 a). The tremble recording does not 
look as a white noise. It seems to be related to the state of construction, as its amplitude responds to the dras-
tic increase of water discharge, realized through the body of dam at the level 330 m. In Fig. 7 b the arrows 
mark moments of water discharge exceeding 200 cubic meters per second. The origin of drastic increase of 
dam tremble on 17 May (marked by star) is unknown, as the discharge this day was not intensive. 
iii. Stepwise change of tilt is evident for both components (X2,Y2) of tiltmeter installed in the middle of dam 
and is marked in Fig. 7 b  by a thick arrow. The nature of this effect is not clear at present. 
iv. Daily variations are well expressed on the recordings of both components (X2,Y2) of tiltmeter installed in 
the middle of dam and also with less intensity at the lowest level (X1,Y1) (Fig. 7 b, 8 b). As the amplitude of 
daily variation did not change after thermal isolation of device by foam plastic boxes, the direct effect of am-
bient temperature on the device (artifact) is excluded. These variations can be caused by daily water level 
variations, or thermoelastic response of the dam structure to ambient temperature, or earth tides. Further 
studies are needed to establish source of daily variations. 
v.  Middle-term (weeks, months) water level variations. It is evident that water level change (Fig.8, a) and 
medium-term tilt variations (Fig.8, b) are closely correlated and they can be used for diagnostics of dam re-
sponse to lake load.  

Note that this correlation is visible only on the level 402 m, which can be explained by relatively high 
response to a water load at the middle part of the dam, predicted by its design. 

 
 

 
Figure 8 a, b. a) water level variations in Enguri reservoir, m (1-31 May 2010); b) variations of tilts in  

sec (components (X2, Y2) in the same period. Note daily variations of tilts and water level. 
 

vi. Long-term/annual circles. Comparing outputs of Preisach-Mayergoyz model with annual hysteresis loops 
of Enguri dam tilts (Fig. 3 a) we can mark close similarity between model and observed data, i.e. P-M ap-
proach can be used in dam diagnostics. The successive annual Enguri tilt loops are shifted, which means that 
load-unload cycles involve appearance of some residual strain and this shift also can be a diagnostic sign 
(say, to assess aging effect). Of course, nonlinear contributions to stress-strain dependences are not very sig-
nificant. That is why the dam design funded on linear approach works quite well, but analysis of nonlinear 
effects can produce promising methods of dam safety diagnostics.  

Other experimental data: 
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Earthquakes (EQs): The relatively high frequency (HF) vibrations of dam in the range of 1-5 Hz due 
to earthquakes are extensively recorded by accelerometers and used for stability analysis. Record of the Oc-
tober 06, 2005 Racha event M=6 occurred at the distance 100 km was obtained at Enguri dam. The seismo-
graph recordings were made at several places near the center of the crest (Fig. 9). One of the horizontal com-
ponents was oriented perpendicularly to the crest. Several recordings with duration up to 30 minutes have 
been done on the crest of the dam. The records were analyzed, amplitude and power spectra have been calcu-
lated using software package PITSA and MATLAB. Analysis of records shows that two mean frequencies 
can be identified ~1.6-1.7 and ~2.1-2.2 Hz. This result is in good agreement with theoretical studies and is 
close to results, obtained on other dams with similar characteristics. That means that for relatively high fre-
quencies the dam response is elastic, unlike its response to slow strains. 

Besides, for the rough estimation of natural frequency of the dam special experiment was carried out using 
sensitive seismographs. It is well known that dams have some characteristic natural frequencies, which de-
pend on peculiarities of dam structure, water level in the lake and on the damage rate of dam material. This 
last feature can be singled out from observations if other characteristics are kept constant. Installing sensor 
on the crest of the dam, we can estimate quite precisely the main mode (and in some cases fist modes as 
well) of dam natural frequency. The Lenarts short period seismograph has been used. The structure subjected 
to a near white-noise ambient excitation responds primarily in the vicinity of its resonant frequencies. These 
frequencies can be identified from the peaks in power spectral densities (PDW) computed from the individ-
ual time histories. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 9. Records of the October 06, 2005 Racha event M=6 (distance 100 km) obtained at Enguri dam. 

 

 
Fig. 10. The frequency response spectra of platform 701 tiltmeter. (Applied Geomechanics) 

 
 

The record of natural dam vibrations at Enguri dam shows that dominant frequency (main mode) on the crest 
of the dam is about 1 Hz, this is in a good accordance with results of analysis of accelerograms during the last 2005 
Racha earthquake  (Fig. 9).  

Usually the main short-term diagnostic tool is the analysis of the eigenfrequencies of the dam based on the 
power spectra of dam vibrations caused by water discharge, turbine operation or ambient seismic noise. Note that the 
turbines of Enguri PP are located far from the dam and thus the vibrations are due only to dam exploitation and some 
environmental processes. 

      At the same time our data obtained by 701 platform tiltmeters (Applied Geomechanics) at high sampling rate 
(1per minute) show that EQs excite vibrations at the much lower frequencies also. The analysis of frequency response 
spectra of platform 701 tiltmeter shows  (Fig. 10) that the network consisting of such tiltmeters and ambient seismic 
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noise recorders allow monitoring of dam vibrations in very wide range from 100 Hz to quasi static state, which extends 
significantly the frequency range of non-broadband seismic devices: this can give enormous additional information on 
the dam state. This is demonstrated by recordings of remote and local earthquakes obtained during our experiments. 
Figs. 11 present recording of tilts response to the moderate local EQ  (Vani, M= 5.3, 19.01.2011), which occur at the 
distance 80 km from the dam and Fig. 12 presents expanded recording of the event.  The EQ generated significant tilts, 
which differ for different sites of the dam and vary in the range from 10-15 sec (X7, Y7, X3) to 2-3 sec (Y2, X5, Y5). 
The event was fixed well due to the relatively high sampling rate (1/min); at the sampling rate 1/hour it could be 
missed. 

It is interesting to note that 13 hours before Vani EQ there was a long tremor on all sensors – its duration was 
30 min and period of order of minutes. There was no significant strong EQ in the world these days so contribution of 
long period seismic waves is excluded (may be this was local slow/silent precursory EQ?). The tremor generated tilts in 
the range from 2-3 sec (X7, Y7) to 1 sec (X5, Y5). 
 

 
 

Fig. 11. Local EQ - Vani, M= 5.3, 19.01.2011 (distance to dam 80 km) and possible preliminary  
tremor (perturbation) 13 hours before the EQ. Here and in similar diagrams location of figures corresponds to their loca-
tion in the dam body (see Fig. 2c). Sample rate1/min. 

 
 
Fig.12 . Expanded recording of the Vani event:  a. Local EQ - Vani, M= 5.3, 19.01.2011 (distance to dam 80 

km) and aftershock M=4.4; b. preliminary LF tremor 13 hours before Vani EQ; sample rate - 1/minute. File: Engurgesi-
min-18.01.11(13.32.00)-20.01.11(12.00.00)  

 
Besides local Vani EQ, strong remote EQs also cause very low frequency (VLF) vibration of dam. 11 March 

2011 the great Tohoku M= 9 EQ stroke Japan. Tohoku earthquake epicentre is separated from Enguri by 7800 km. 
Nevertheless, the EQ was so strong that the Enguri dam experienced quite appreciable shaking (Fig. 13), just at the 
moment of arrival of seismic waves from Japan to Enguri, according to Georgian seismic network data. Unfortunately 
that time the sampling rate was only 1/10 min and the record of shaking show less details than record of Vani event. 
The wave trains of Tohoku EQ, presumably, slow surface (Love and Rayleigh) waves, induced on all levels of the dam 
observable tilts in the range 2-3 angular sec; maximal tilt was recorded at the X1 component – 4 sec. Duration of the tilt 
perturbation was of the order of 130 min. 
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Fig. 13. Expanded record of tilts at Enguri dam to great Tohoku (Japan) EQ, M= 8.9   March 11, 2011, at 05:46:23 UTC 
on the stations 1 and 3, sample rate  1/10 min. Note maximal tilt (4 sec) recorded at the X1 component. 
 

It seems that tiltmeter data at high sampling rates of the order of 1 per sec can give very useful in-
formation on the dam state, as the defects of dam structure affect mostly low frequency respond.  

Seiches: It is well known that in an enclosed body of water (lakes, reservoirs, bays, harbors) 
a standing wave or seiches are generated by disturbances of water body by wind, earthquakes etc. These 
standing waves cause vibrations of dam body. Such effects were observed on the Enguri dam. The seisches-
generated vibrations were recognized by their co-incidence with strong winds, recorded by meteorological 
station. As the amplitude of some tilt perturbation of duration from tens of min to hours strongly (almost to 
zero) decreases at lower levels of dam, the most probable source of perturbations (Fig. 14) are waves in the 
lake due to wind (seiches). 

The clear example of wind-related perturbation in dam tilts is presented in Fig. 14: readings from 1 
to 171 (arrow) correspond to calm weather (MeWV – 0.2m/s,  MaxWV – 3.6 m/s, WD – ENE and readings 
from 171 to 292 – to  stormy one (MeWV – 2-5 m/s, MaxWV – 15.2-16.5 m/s, WD – N-NW ). Here MeWV 
is the mean wind velocity, MaxWV- maximal wind velocity, WD means wind direction, ENE means East-
Nord-East and N-NW means Nord-Nord-West accordingly. 
   

 
 
Fig. 14. a. Example of wind-related perturbation in dam tilts (seiches): readings from 1 to 171 (arrow) correspond to 

calm weather and readings from 171 to 292 – to  stormy one (see text for abbreviations). b. Extended record of tremor 
caused by lake water perturbations by wind (seiches) – mean period of perturbations of order of 30-40 min! File - En-
gurhesi-22.11.2010 (13.40.00)-24.11.2010 14.00.00), sample rate – 1/10 min;  
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According to theory the longest natural period for a seiche in an enclosed rectangular body of water 
is usually represented by the formula:  T = 2L/√gh where L is the length, h the average depth of the body of 
water, and g the acceleration of gravity. Inserting data for Enguri lake  L= 25 km, h= 50 m we get T = 38 
min, which is close to observed values  (Fig. 14 b). In principle the seisches-generated LF vibrations can be 
used in dam diagnostics, as their frequency should depend on dam state. 

Besides “normal” seiches there were observed vibrations of much lower frequency –presumably, very 
slow seiches with period of order of several hours. 
 
Intensive water discharge. Discharge of excess water also causes tremors in dam body: their signature is 
maximal intensity in the middle level of dam and smaller intensity at both upper and lower levels (Fig. 15). 
The characteristics of such tremors also can be used for diagnostics.  
 

 
Fig. 15. Anomalous tilt tremors with deep penetration (probably water discharge done 11-12 May 2010) 

 at readings between 120 and 780. File: Engurhesi 11-12 May, sampling rate 1/min. 
 
9.Examples of application of nonlinear dynamics technique 

 
   In order to test sensitivity of selected methods and asses effects of external influences on Earth tilt dynam-
ics in the dam foundation, we considered tilt data sets in the following 7 time windows for Enguri HPP: 1) 
long before reservoir filling, 2) immediately before and 3) just after beginning of filling, 4) after second, 5) 
third and 6) fourth stage of reservoir filling and 7) long after completion of reservoir filling, i.e during regu-
lar exploitation regime. Figs. 7, a, b,   illustrate RQA determinism (RQA%DET) and Lempel-Ziv algorithmic 
complexity measure for mentioned 7 periods. It is evident that for different stages of dam construction and 
reservoir fill significant quantitative differences have been detected in the recurrence attributes of phase 
space structures reconstructed from tilt datasets. Note that nonlinear dynamical properties of tilt time series 
during regular (periodic) reservoir exploitation return to the patterns observed before the dam building and 
lake fill (see bars 1 and 7 in Fig. 16, a and b). 
     

 
 

Fig. 16. Left:  RQA determinism measure calculated for Earth tilt data series for different stages of  
observation. Right: Lempel Ziv complexity measure calculated for Earth tilt data series for different stages of observa-

tion. Numbers on abscissa correspond to periods of observation. 
 

Thus our analysis confirms possibility of detection of man-made effects (i.e. diagnostics) in tilt time se-
ries. It is interesting that the local seismicity follows the similar pattern: the degree of determinism in seismic 
time series decreases in time windows 2-6 and returns to initial values long after filling. 

Besides this long-term test the nonlinear dynamics software module DAMTOOL for short-term visual control, proc-
essing and nonlinear analysis of monitoring data (say, tilt time series) of engineering constructions has been developed.  
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Fig. 17 a, b, c.  Results of calculations by DAMTOOL of DFA and RQA (% of determinism) for the tilt time series 

from April 2010 to June 2010. a. Original tilt time series; b. RQA (% of determinism) ; c. DFA. Note high values of 
spectral slope (DFA) and DET during regular regime and strong deviations due to geotechnical impact – addition of 
high frequency component due to intensive discharge of water through dam outlet in 12.05-22.05.2010 and 01.06-
11.06.2010 time intervals. 
 
 

Thus, the disruptions in monitoring time series determinism can be caused both by construction damage and by usual 
geotechnical procedures, which means that results of analysis should take into consideration man-made impacts. 
 
10.  Conclusions 
 
   Automatic Real-Time Telemetric System for Dam Diagnostics (DAMWATCH) is installed at Enguri Dam 
International Test Area (EDITA). System consists of tilt sensors connected to terminal and central controllers 
and by GSM/GPRS Modem - to the diagnostic center. The important component of the system is the nonlin-
ear dynamics module DAMTOOL for analysis of monitoring (say tilt) time series.  

The tilt data for varying reservoir load were compared to (static) theoretical model of dam deformation 
computed by finite element method (FEM). The results for dam lover levels is satisfactory, but displace-
ments for the crest area exceed theoretical assessments. 

Besides static approach, the nonlinear analysis of low-frequency vibrations data can be used to detect 
changes in dynamics/stability in the dam tilts/strains time series. Corresponding package for nonlinear analy-
sis of monitoring time series (DAMTOOL) has been developed. The arguments for using suggested methods 
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for dam safety analysis are: i. the strains/tilts and other geotechnical parameters of dams manifest as a rule 
quasiperiodic variations in time due to seasonal load-unload cycle; ii. this means that dynamics of strains/tilts 
time series should follow relatively stable orbits in the phase space or just manifest relatively high level of 
determinism; iii. significant deviation from the stable orbit or strong decrease of determinism can be consid-
ered as a sign of instability after excluding man-made effects. 

 The data obtained already show very interesting long-term and short-term patterns of tilts’ dynamics in 
the dam body, including tilt hysteresis during annual loading-unloading cycle, low-frequency dam oscilla-
tions etc, which can be used for dam diagnostics. The possible interpretation of hysteresis phenomena in by 
mesoelasticity (nonlinear elasticity) approach is suggested. It is shown that the main contribution to annual 
tilts hysteresis comes from the dam body tilts, thus these data are appropriate for dam damage diagnostics. 
The tiltmeter recordings with one minute resolution reveal many interesting details of dam behavior, which 
expand the spectrum of dam vibrations to low frequencies and give new diagnostic tools. Analysis of retro-
spective tilt data show that used methods are appropriate to detect and quantify dynamical changes in dam 
body behavior caused by different external and internal causes, though mechanism of some observed effects 
still need to be studied in detail. 
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Система телеметрического мониторинга больших плотин в 
реальном времени и новый метод анализа динамики плотин 

 
Тамаз Челидзе , Теймураз Мачарашвили , Вахтанг Абашидзе, Мириан 

Калабегашвили ,  Наталия Жукова, Екатерина Мепаридзе 
 

Резюме 
 
Большие плотины – это сложные системы с нелинейным динамическим поведением.  Мы 

создали систему телеметрического мониторинга больших плотин в реальном времени 
(DAMWATCH) для диагностики плотин, состоящую из сенсоров (наклономеров), 
нескольких терминальных и одного центрального контролеров, соединенных GSM/GPRS 
модемом с диагностическим центром. 
Для обработки данных как линейными методами, так и методами нелинейной динамики 
создан пакет DAMTOOL. 
 Отклонение измеренных статических и динамических характеристик  от теоретически 
рассчитанных значений может свидетельствовать либо об аномальном состоянии объекта, 
либо о необходимости внесения коррекции в теоретическую модель. 
 Система введена в эксплуатацию и уже получены интересные долговременные и 
краткосрочные паттерны поведения наклонов плотины, которые могут быть использованы 
для диагностики. Комплекс DAMWATCH-DAMTOOL не имеет аналогов в мировой 
практике. 
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დიდი კაშხლების რეალურ დროში ტელემეტრული 

მონიტორინგის სისტემა  და კაშხლების დინამიკის ანალიზის 
ახალი მეთოდი 

 
 

თამაზ ჭელიძე, თეიმურაზ მაჭარაშვილი, ვახტანგ აბაშიძე , 

მირიან ყალაბეგაშვილი, ნატალია ჟუკოვა, ეკატერინე მეფარიძე 

 
 
დიდი კაშხლები წარმოადგენენ რთულ სისტემებს არაწრფივი დინამიკით. ჩვენ 

შევქმენით დიდი კაშხლების რეალურ დროში ტელემეტრული მონიტორინგის სისტემა 
(DAMWATCH) კაშხლების დიაგნოსტიკისათვის, რომელიც შედგება სენსორებიდან 
(დახრისმზომებისაგან), რამდენიმე ტერმინალური და ერთი ცენტრალური 
კონტროლერისაგან, რომლებიც GSM/GPRS მოდემით დაკავშირებულია დიაგნოსტიკურ 
ცენტრთან. მონაცემთა წრფივი და არაწრფივი დინამიკის მეთოდებით 
დამუშავებისათვის შექმნილია პაკეტი DAMTOOL. 
ობიექტის გაზომილი სტატიკური და დინამიკური მახასიათებლების გადახრა 

თეორიულად გათვლილი მნიშვნელობებისაგან შეიძლება მიუთითებდეს ან ობიექტის 
ანომალურ მდგომარეობაზე, ან თეორიული მოდელის შესწორების აუცილებლობაზე. 
სისტემა შეყვანილია ექსპლუატაციაში და უკვე მიღებულია კაშხლის მდგომარეობის 

დამახასიათებელი დახრების გრძელ- და მოკლევადიანი პატერენები, რომლებიც 
შესაძლოა გამოყენებული იყოს დიაგნოსტიკისათვის. 
კომპლექს DAMWATCH-DAMTOOL-ს არ გააჩნია ანალოგები მსოფლიო პრაქტიკაში. 
 
 


